unique people unique beds

Offshore & Marine

WONDERLAND OFFSHORE MATTRESSES
Wonderland offshore mattresses are specifically designed
to provide optimal comfort and rest. All technical requirements applicable within the offshore and marine sectors are
satisfied.
By combining our 40 years of experience and knowledge of
leading petroleum companies, we managed to develop a
product range designed to satisfy the needs of these sectors.
The demand for high-comfort mattresses and hygienic
solutions are rapidly increasing among users working on offshore and marine installations. This, we assume, comes from
a combination of high-comfort beds being used at home
and the need for quality sleep being essential in today’s
demanding work environment.

They are all sleeping in Wonderland

References:

Draugen - Shell
Gullfaks C - StatoilHydro
Rigma - ConocoPhillips
Hurtigruten
Support and supply vessels
Floatels
Fishing
Cruise

Wonderland is a Norwegian-owned company with more than 40 years experience.
Wonderland supplies all types of beds and mattresses, and is a prominent actor in the
Scandinavian countries. Through the years, Wonderland has been continuously seeking
to improve its products. With the help from end-users, expertise and research, we have
managed to meet the needs and demands and our customers, and we have also managed
to capture the trends of the market.
Wonderland has implemented very high standards at every level of the company and
seeks to optimize these as we move forward. Delivery precision, high-quality products
and, not least, top-quality service are of the utmost importance to us. Other highly
valued factors are environmental and ethical aspects in our production and finished
products. Being able to trace the origin of all our components is very important to us.

Offshore spring mattresses
To ensure our customers’ satisfaction, Wonderland collaborates with European subsuppliers adhering to the same high standards as Wonderland. Each frame is pressuretested, and the springs are made from tempered steel, which, together with high-tech,
innovative solutions, ensures a high level of comfort. Foam and padding are made from
high-quality, enviromentally friendly (Oeko-Tex Association) materials. Our moulding
production process is unique, and all seams and finishes show outstanding craftsmanship.
Our four unique features to secure high comfort are: shoulder zone, wash ability, reversibility, and edge stability.

WONDERLAND OFFSHORE MATTRESSES ARE AVAILABLE IN:

Wonderland Offshore Bonell

This mattress is specially developed for Pullman bunks
or other uses where height is restricted. This results in
a mattress that is somewhat firmer than our two other
sprung mattresses.

Wonderland LFK Spring

Suitable for installations where standard comfort is required at a reasonable price.

Wonderland Offshore
Pocket Comfort

Comfort pocket-spring
6-turn coil

Pocket Comfort is a comfortable 6-coil spring system. The
springs are tempered for high responsiveness and pressure
relief. Each spring is sewn into its own little fabric pocket.
Comes in four firmness levels: soft, medium, firm, and extra
firm.19 cm.

Wonderland Offshore
Pocket Exclusive

Is an exclusive spring system that provides superior sleeping comfort. The springs are a feat of engineering: 8 coils,
tempered, and designed to be very soft at the top, while
getting firmer the more pressure is applied. Each spring is
sewn into its own little fabric pocket. Comes in four firmness levels: soft, medium, firm, and extra firm.
Exclusive pocket-spring
8-turn coil

WONDERLAND OFFSHORE/MARINE:

Special Features
Handle at both sides
Quick and easy handling for
cleaning personnel.

Product labeling
Washing instructions, Wheel Mark
no., production date for easy tracing of components used.

Zip fastener

Allowing your workers to enjoy a continuous and
deep sleep satisfies HSE recommendations, but
more importantly, workers wake up relaxed and
well-rested, which means they are better able to
concentrate and are more efficient!

Easily removes mattress cover for
washing.

Protective cover
1 or 3 cm thick, with 4 elastic
bands at corners to secure the
cover on the mattress. For
hygienic purposes.

Washable, 60°C

Both sides can be used

Shoulder-zone

Edge stability

The advantage of being able
to wash the mattress covers
is evident. Resting in a clean
bed is more pleasant, healthier
and provides a better sleeping
climate. Our zipper solution
makes it easy to remove the
cover for washing.

The mattress can be flipped
top-to-bottom, as well as
head-to-toe, which helps you
retain the high level of comfort
that your mattress is designed
to provide throughout its
lifetime.

Our mattresses are designed to
allow the body to maintain an
ergonomically correct position,
even in rest. The shoulder zone
is softer than the rest of the
mattress, allowing the shoulder to sink into the mattress
when you sleep on your side.
This design ensures that your
head, neck and the rest of your
body, including the spine, are
properly supported.

Due to our construction and
production process, the mattress edges are stabilized in
such a way that when turning
over in bed, the mattress edge
will not give way under your
weight. This is a feature unique
to Wonderland mattresses.

Security and reliability
Achilles approved

All our offfshore mattresses are
approved and tested according to:

•
•
•
•
•

IMO Res.A.688(17)
NT FIRE 037
NS-EN 597-1
Øko-Tex Standard 100
CE

Available certificate:

DNV - MED-B-4206, MED-E-96

Wonderland FLAME RETARDAN boxspring

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flame retardant textile and foam
Washable trekk 600C, All textile at the mattress
can be removed for washing.
6 cm top mattress
23 cm round brushed aluminum legs
Shoulder Zones provide excellent support and
relief
5 coil Standard Pocket springs provide great
comfort

Reversible

Product labeling
Product labeling

Offshore top mattresses

Offshore topmattress cover 3 cm

Offshore topmattress cover 6 cm

The protection covers are available in thicknesses of 1 and 3 cm.

shoulder zone

Top mattress

Offshore mattress cover 1 cm

Top mattresses and mattress protection covers play a major role when
it comes to comfort and hygiene. They enhance the feeling of comfortable rest and increase the sense of well-being. Top mattress textiles can be
machine-washed at 60 degrees, thus facilitating personal hygiene.
The top mattresses are 6 cm thick.

adjustable firmness

Washable 600C

edge stability

reversible washable

